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Welcome to the latest edition of ‘On Location’

Contents of this
Newsletter

New studio area completed and earning it’s keep
As you may remember from last year’s edition of On Location,
the Studio was nearing completion. Well now it has been up
and running for several months and it certainly makes a big
difference.
There have been quite a lot of shoots there, ranging from
Cosplay glamour to family portraits and even baby passports.
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•

And Finally….
(new website
launched)

“If the picture isn’t good
enough, you’re not close
enough.”
Robert Capa

Cosplay Photography
A new string to my bow this year was the inclusion of Cosplay to my Glamour repertoire.
This is photographing clients in the costumes of their sciencefiction heroes such as in this case
Wonder Woman and Huntress from the DC comic world.

This was certainly a different type of shoot and as you can imagine, the possibilities are
endless. So if you fancy having a shoot as your favourite Superhero then please get in touch.
Further information on my website here: https://www.glamourboudoirstudio.co.uk/cosplayphotography.php

Cake Smash
Last month I was asked to shoot a Cake Smash session at the last minute…. Help, I thought,
I’ve never done one before.
But it was great fun and after a slowish start my little model was really getting in the swing of
it and really taking it out on the Victoria Sponge. This is a type of photography that now I
have tried, I would like to do again. It’s messy but it’s great fun.

And finally for now………..
I have re-launched my boudoir and glamour website with a more modern look and easier to
navigate menus. Please take a look at the new address https://glamourboudoirstudio.co.uk/
where you will find newer pictures and ideas and perhaps, while you are there, go to the
enquiries page and book a shoot.
Both sites also now have secure addresses for more security.
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